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Report of the Council (L/6267)

The CHAIRMAN reterred to the report of the Council of Representatives
on its work since the Furty- Second Session, He proposed that the
CONTRACTING PARTIES consider the report point by point, and stressed that
it was not intended to reflect detailed positions of delegations, since the
Council Minutes contained such information and remained the record of the
Council's work.

Point 20. Recourse to Articles XXII and XXIII

Sub-point 20(d)(ii). Japan - Restrictions on imports of certain
agricultural products

The CHAIRMAN recalled that when the Order of Business had been
approved, it was agreed that consideration of the Council's report wculd
begin with the report (L/6253) of the Panel established in October 1986 to
examine the complaint by the United States.

Mr. Simon, on behalf of Mr. Pasin, Chairman of the Panel, introduced
the report. He said that the Panel had met three times with the two
parties to the dispute, and had heard the views of three other contracting
parties. It had presented its report to the two parties on 30 October
1987. He recalled the Panel's terms of reference and said that its report
contained six chapters: (1) an introductory chapter setting out the
Panel's terms of reference and composition; (2) a summary of the factual
aspects of the Japanese import restrictions and relevant Japanese domestic
measures relating to the products at issue; (3) a summary of the main
arguments presented to the Panel by the parties to the dispute; (4) a
summary of arguments presented to the Panel by other contracting parties;
(5) the Panel's findings and (6) its conclusions. He stressed that the
Panel's conclusions, and the reasons set out for its findings, had been
reached and adopted by all Panel members unanimously.

Mr. Samuels (United States) said that his country strongly supported
adoption of the report. This matter concerned discretionary,
non-transparent agricultural import quotas maintained by Japan for many
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years and which injured the commercial interests of US exporters of
competitive value-added agricultural products to Japan. In the US view,
any justification for these quotas had lapsed when Japan disinvoked
Article XII -- twenty-five years earlier. The United States had raised the
problem of these quotas many times with Japan bilaterally and in the GATT,
and in 1986 had sought its final resolution through Article XXIII. The
Panel had examined the complex legal issues involved in a network of twelve
import quota systems, with over 600 pages of written submissions and three
panel, meetings. Although the Unlited States had not achieved al..L that it
had sought, it was satisfied that the Panel had examined the factual
evidence and the legal issues in exhaustive detail. The factual and legal
basis flor the findings in the report Were, in the US view, impeccable. The
repoIt. demonstrated that GATT was meaningful and effective in the
agricuLl~tural sphere as well as in other areas.

Mr. Hatano (Japan) said that. the Panel had examined an extremely
complex case involving many different agricultural items. Japan had
undertaken numerous consultations with t:he United States in accordance with
the 'basic: objectives of dispute settlement in GATT. Since the submission
of the Panel's draft report to the parties, Japan hald worked for a
realiStic settlement by making its best. possible offer concerning
improvement of access, and was perplexe that. despite such efforts, the
United States had not -withdrawn its complaint and had Furthermore sought
adoption of the Panel report by CONTRACTING PARTIES. Regarding the
background to Japan's position on this case, he made the following points:

(1) Japanwas the largest net importer of agricultural products in the
world and had made many contributions to world trade in agricultural goods;
(2) Japan had made voluntary efforts to improve market access on top of the
results of multilateral negotiations; (3) production of the 12 items for
which import restrictions remained was concentrated in certain areas and
accounted for a major share in the incomes, employment and economy as a
whole of these areas.

He then made specific comments on the report. Japan believed that
there were problems regardingn the Panel's interpretation of the relevant
provi.si.ons of the General Agreement, and furthermore that no appropriate
conls i ration had been given to tlhe pertinentt elements" referred. to in the
terms of reference. Thus. the Panel had drawn conclusions which were
considerat)ly lacking in fairness. First:, on "like products" and
"perishability", the Panel's interpretation of Article XI:2(c), which
pray!!cted exceptions to the general elimination of quantitative
restrictions, was not only inappropriate but: also in contradiction to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES' findings in a similar panel case. The report failed
to indicate clear criteria according to which "like products" could be
determined. It simply concluded that: a product in its original form and a
product processed from that product were not "like products", because
different requirements were established for restrictions on the importation
of products that were like the product subject to domestic supply
restrictions and for restrictions on the importation of products that are
processed from a product that is like the product subject tc domestic
supply restrictions. Japan had serious doubts about such a narrow
interpretation of the term "like products" in Art:icle XI:2(c), according to
which products other than products in their original form were to be
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categorically denied the possibility of being deemed "like products" of the
products subject to domestic supply restrictions.

In examining the different conditions required for import restrictions
to be permitted under Ar,ticle XI.2(c', the Panel had focused on
"perishability" , and had decided on GATI' consistency fror.mi that point of
vietw. X'he Panel's conclusion regarding "perishability" was based on an
abs tract and formalist4C. judgement which was remote from the reality of

Ia d em.i speCific prC:ItI sa . For example, tlhe Parne.'l had acknowledge-d that
so--me of the dairy products at issue were in an early stage of process sing
znd comp-eted directly with fresh milk for manufiactur ing,. It was well known
Chat rmany dairy preducts were. reversible to fresh milk; however, the Panel
report seemed to conclude, without detailed examination on individual items
and! iefgree of processing , that rno milk producl:s other than fresh milk met
the' reri uirement. of beingprocessed products which would not be easily
transported and stored , and which rendered ineffective the restriction on
the production of fre sI i.i l k . However, dairy product t-.s such as evaporated
nvi I !, sweetened c ondenl iecid 'ml lk.,a iiured m.ilk powcizer andl whey powder were in
c.l. eir c oompetition wi' I E' ahi3mllk and , as- such, were perishable products
'.'h -Panel ' s finding was tantamount to affirming that, as far as clairy
rjrn~ucts were concernce-(.i, rto import restrictions were allowed under

.-.i(: ^X: 2(c) (i) eWcn:. en resh milk. Were such z-i finding to t;
puIior C-e;L.r.i.r rL' uc: 1i.r7 i r'-ll by s'.'nim c,;:racir s in

C-).,:Ct-L.- toC). la I.,edC)(in e sty cctL:. ii,: lens oftretie:ve wc.uld lose their

The Panel. report concudLed,d hat import restrictions on starch could
t;. ?e j-ustified under- At:'.e XI:2(c) because starch did not meet the

ret>.Ltement of pCriqdsrl'.1..7cy- lu light of t~he nature of the produc~u t. such
a c:unclus ion was highly uestionable, for the same reasons nientio.ied with
respect to dairy I)roduc':s. Regarding the "perishability" of tomato juice
and :fruit products, the Panel's. finding was the complete opposite of that
of the Panel on the European EconomicCommunity program of minimum import
pit4`eS, I irienses and 5'Ar'ty :leT)ussr1)r certan-i processed fruits and
vegetables (BISD 25S/ 68), whi(h htad fouurnd that: canned and barrel.led tomato
couc:ent:rates Were perishathle. 'I'his contradiction of a previous I))anei.
f i nd ri awas highly oues '.'1-i e. The -,r(rsent Panel hada decided t
ciuanRt.it.at-ive restrictions a atn!i and:l frui.t. produc ts were not c ..msi.stent
with GATT, b:asecl on t'! a.: t that i.mncrts or fresh products whril.en e
materials for these producl~_;ts were not restricted. Regarding the materials
concerned, Japan was trying to give utrmost consideration to improvement of
market access for irnports . The logic of the Panel report could i.miply that
JaTana should restrict imports of raw materials in order to make import
res-trictions on starch consistent with GATT.

Second, the Panel's interpretation of the provisions regarding state
trading not only totally ignored the drafting history of those provisions
but also lacked legal precision. That drafting history made clear that the
provisions regarding restrictions in the field of private trade and those
concerning state-trading monopolies were originally moulded as two distinct
sets of legal frameworks under the GATT. The Panel had concluded that the
"General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions" provided in Article XI:1
applied to import restrictions made effective through a state-trading
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monopoly. Such a conclusion, drawn without further logical explanation,
was inappropriate. The drafting history showed that the interpretive Note
on Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV and XVIII did not mean that the obligation
-to eliminate quantitative restrictions should apply to state-trading
monopolies. The Panel. had made an excessively policy-oriented judgement
instead of developing a solid legal argument based on objective facts. The
Pane.had also concluded. that the obligation to satisfy the full domestic
demand stipulated in the Havana Chartar applied to state-trading
monopolies. However, it was clear from the provisions of Article II:4 of
the General Agreement. that the obligation to satisfy the full domestic
demand applied only tco products subject to import monopolies in respect of
which the margin of protection, such as bound tariff rates, had been agreed
upon. Products subject to an import monopoly, but in respect of which no
Conc:crfl on marI:V., of protection had been made, were therefore outside
th-e pu::'io of suchi an obligation.

)'i.i.ng the Pan-l proceedings, Japan had claimed that certain points
s,7 l); taken int.o account as "pertinent elements" ; however, the Panel
h .13idered t rhe5-;_ rrelevant to its examination, without giving them any

app:r-)ri4.te consideration. Some of these points were as follows: (1) In
t., Id of trade in agricultural products, many countries imposed import

o.eiw L-cs -- such as hose under the US waiver -- which were
( i ~e.ili.-~of their rrade restrictive effects, to quantitative

restrictions allowed under Article X:I2. (2) Current international trade
in agricultural products including dairy products and starch, was
cir,-;i-e::ized by intensified competition through subsidized exports,
because export subsidies for primary products were tolerated under
Art-i-le XVE. On the other hand, according to the conclusion of the Panel,
whiieni.mo-rt restrictions were tolerated in the case of waivers and
variL.L)e levies measures based on Article XI:2(c) were not, because of the
recjuirem~ne. regarding 'perishability". Such a conclusion was inequitable.
(3) :nntc.:.-acting parties were currently negotiating in the Uruguay Round to
establish fair, strengthened and more operationally effective GATT rules
and disciplinesfor crade in agriculture; problems such as those he had
mnirutnel should be treated in a comprehensive manner within such
n agotia ons .

Tapan had -t:-ong objections to some parts of the Panel report. Since
1. different iterm; were at issue, it would not have been unnatural to set
up -2 separate panels. There was no logical need to treat the 12 items in
on;e S;l. At the same time, Japan believed that for GATT dispute settlement
tj be effective in solving bilateral disputes, a practical approach should
always be sought. From such a viewpoint, Japan could accept adoption of
the Panel report except the parts concerning certain dairy products and
starch, and state-trading. He stressed that Japan did not reject the Panel
report in its entirety, and would not oppose its adoption by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES as far as the items other than certain dairy products
and starch were concerned. Should the report be adopted in this way, his
Government would take appropriate measures based on the Panel's
recommendations, despite domestic difficulties.

Mr. Fortune (New Zealand) said that his delegation supported adoption
of the Panel report in its entirety. Agriculture was at the centre of the
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Uruguay Round negotiations, rather than at the periphery as had so often
been the case in past rounds. Within the framework of those negotiations,
market access was clearly one of the most important elements. It was basic
to GATT's purpose that markets were progressively opened up to more
competitive imports. New Zealand believed that the existing disciplines in
Article XI regarding quantitative restrictions on agricultural products
were inadequate and that ultimately, those provisions and other exceptions
relating to primary products - including the US waiver -- had to be
eiii-iinated. In the meanilme, existing disciplines had to be respected.
Problems would not wait t:? year S for solutions. While longer-term
improvements would arise out:. of tthe Uruguay Round negotiations, the Panel
o poPt: . provided clear cut. ii-inforcement of: existing GATT disciplines on

airi.Lcultural quantitative restrictions. New Zealand opposed the suggestion
that. 'parts of the report: might be adopted and others set aside, Apart from
the intrinsic merits of the Pane.-Il's finding, such an approach would raise
tho possibility of contracting, parties treRting any panel report in this
wa.a The GATT system neudodt'ond panel. findings and a clear-cut
straightforward process es s of.of i,A uul dim.lmninL themn, and the reportat handsh9ouldbenoexcepeiont.

Mr.Tettamanti (Argentina) said thathis delegation could not agree
with Japan's arguments.While Argentinaappreciated the difficulties Japan
was having, in this case and!in. the area of market popnriing foDr agricultural
. 'I) .:.!, ;S,was the key point considered in the Uruguay Round,and no
difficulty could he allowe(d to impede attainment of those objectives. In
Argentina's view, Article XI should be amended , Out: one of thie few
occasions on which this Article had provided effective results was in
panels. This was an important case in GATT dispute settlement as the Panel
had unanimously maderetIom.,r-dT:ons at a time when the Uruguay Round was
just getting underway; consequentlytly, it wouLd be a contradiction not to
ac:cpuo. those reconimendatiorns, or to accept them partially. The CONTRACTING
PAR'TIES should adopt the Pa:el'report in it:.s entirety.

Mr:. Thomas (Australi-a) s.aiid tHat. the Panel had exhaustively examined
th-e :issues before it. Au;i !. .i.ctL considered that; it would be inappropriate
andiji( nris is tent with the !)L!ircSe Oo ,AIATT dispute settlement for the
CCNTRACTI'.NG PARTIES to adot only those part s of a report which were
al:ceptaW~e to the party maintainingthe measures in categories Clear
findings had had been made regarding of the 12 categories of products
coveredby the Panel's terms of reference . Therefore, these findings

shouldbetreated with equal weight and the whole report adopted. It was
incumbent on Japan to acknowledge and accel)t the findings and
retnmm(e.nda tions in the repur-C, and to move expedit:iousIly t~o eliminate the
m'i scores which had so far: denie:rld or severely limited access to its market,
for efficiently produced aIncd fairly traded agricultural products.

Mr. Rosseili (Uruguay) said that his Country niad been among those
which had shown interest and concern over the measures at issue in this
case. His delegation understood that the Panel had taken on its task
seriously, systematically and soundly, dealing with the different legal
aspects of this dispute. The Panel's findings were impeccable, and the
arguments put forward by Japan were not convincing enough to call into
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question the validity or nature of those findings. Therefore, the
CONTRACTING PARTIES should adopt the report in its entirety.

Mr. Maglaque (Philippines), speaking on behalf of the ASEAN
contracting parties, said that they had followed the Panel's work with
great Iinterest and were gratified that it had concluded its work in
reasonably good time. The ASEAN contracting parties were particularly
satisfied with the Panel's findings and conclusions, and wanted to see the
report. adopted at the present Session. They shared the belief t-hat the
maintenance of GATT's credibility depended on the efficient functioning of
its dispute settlement procedures. In the 1979 Understanding regarding
Notification, Consultation, Dispute Settlement and Surveillance
(BISD 26S/210), the CONTRACTING PARTIES had recognized that the efficient
functioning of the system depended on their will to abide by that:
Understanding. At this juncture in GATT's history in particular, it was
incumbent. on contracting parties to demonstrate their resolve to maintain
any reinforce) the credibility of the General Agreement. While the ASEAN
contracting partiess understood the difficulty Japan faced, they believed
that-. expeditious consideration of the Panel's report would contribute to
GATT's Credibility and to confidence in the international trading system,
and could demonstrate the recognition of a shared responsibility for the
nIote-anc(oeof that system. With the requisite political commitment, it
Ccii ep.)roeen that GATT rules and disciplines were respected anid that

cii .1 woik f*( L-.the benefit of all contracting parties. I.I t.hi 'i
sp:i.L.it., the ASEAN contracting parties endorsed adoption of the report in
its ent-i.rety. Fragmentation of the conclusions in the report would set an
udes~iable precedent, particularly at a time when contracting parties were
embarked on a vigorous effort to improve further the dispute settlement
sy st.ernl.

MIr. Morales (Chile) said that his delegation agreed with the
st:atemenmets by Argentina, Australia, Uruguay, New Zealand and the ASEAN
conrtiract: ing parties. The Panel's work was opportune in that it dealt with
two fundamental issues -- access to markets for agricultural products, and
di e!m.tesettL ement procedures. It was not possible to pick and choose
among a panel's findings and conclusions. The Panel report should he
accepted in its totality, and Chile invited Japan to do so. This would
give real political impetus to negotiations at a global level. For these
reasons, Chile fully supported the Panel's recommendations.

Mr. Furulys (Hungary) said that his country regarded dispute
settlement as one of the cornerstones of the smooth operation of GATT and a
key to strengthening the GATT system, for which contracting parties were
cuiot.,on t.yiraking common efforts. The Panel report was an important step in
t~hat-. (di.Ir~t.ion; its specific value was that it covered issues relating to
I .i ler)- .i,.aton of trade in agriculture, which was an accepted ohljective of
the Urtug.iav Round. Therefore, his delegation supported adoption of the
re t .

Mr. Samllutels (United States) said that the proposal that the Panel
report snotm1d be adopted for only 10 of the 12 products was completely
unacceptable to the United States and, in its view, should be to all
contact-ing parties. His delegation was pleased that so many other
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contracting parties seemed to hold the same view and urged Japan to listen
to those views. Legally, GATT treated panel reports as units; parties
could not pick and choose which findings to accept. Partial adoption of a
report was unprecedented in GATT, The dispute settlement process would be
meaningless if the defendant could pick and choose for adoption only the
favourable parts of a panel's report. Efforts to block adoption of the
report at. hand, in part or entirely, would have lasting negative effects on
the Uruguay Round, and the timing of this action, at GATT's 40th
anniversary, would be particularly Unfortunate. His delegation Urged Japan
to reconsider its position.

Mr. Watanabe (Japan) said that his delegation was not proposing
adoption of only part of a panel's report: as a general practice; Japan was
proposing the adoption of the contents of the report at hand except for the
pars related to dairy products and starch. The report dealt with 12
independent items and should therefore be divisible. He then reiterated
Some of the points his delegat-ion had already made. Regarding the
definition of perishability, the Panel's finding, if adopted, would set a
precedent that would eliminate the justifiCat:Lon for restrictions
maintairned by some contracting parties in order to make domestic supply
restrictions effect (efff ct ive. The findings, on peri shabilit.y also ran COUnter to
the precedent,: established by another panel (LI/4681). The Pane] report not
oniy Posed questions - anid serious ones for JTapanese agriculture -- but
also prol)lems for contra:u t..;tg, parnes as a whole. He proposed that

the CONTRACTING PARTIES revert to this mattter the following day. In the
meantime, his delegation would reflect on anid study further what Japian's
position: should be on these. very difficult problems.

Mr. Martins (Brazil) said that his country's traditional position on
such matters was to strengthen GATT's dispute settlement procedures. In
the Case at hand, Brazil was prepared to adopt the report in its entirety.

Mr. Was (Austria) said that the report, which was comprehensively
pirep:)ared, dealt with important matters under discussion in GATT, not just
W:. t: re 3pect to Japan. Agriculture was one of the outstanding issues in
G-'ATT where imbalances resulted from t:lhe application of measures in
afol t .ion o f GATT on the basis of waivers or other exceptions to CATT

I. ! (s.The proper functioning Of dIisp)ute settlement was an indispensable
irexrecluisite to the operation and cre(dIilty of the GATT system.
Cmscon;;lent::ly, pare]. findings should. c l)e re spected b)y contract:inng parties.
Ti"l ap.)l .iecd as we11 to the report. at- hand . His delegation Would have
S-1' usproblems weith sol itti nu, the report and accepting only parts of it,
viui!hw.Nou.1d set a serious precedent: undermining the effectiveness of

21.,pal; I-et t.. enentpIf oceciUre S .flowever, Austria understooci that the brief
1p;k:.3u( llnlet. of. consideration of this matter would he of help to Japan, and
tvhbreto-.e supported the proposal to that effect.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the CONTRACTING PARTIES revert to this
matter later in the Session.

This was agreed.
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Point 1. Work Program resulting from the 1982 Ministerial Meeting

Sub-point 1(c). Export of Domestically Prohibited Goods

The CHAIRMAN noted that at their Forty-Second Session, the CONTRACTING
PARTIES had agreed that contracting parties should undertake consultations
with a view to establishing guidelines for action relating to trade in
domestically prohibited goods, and that a report on such consultations
should be submitted to the present Session (BISD 33S/54). Consulations had
taken place, but it was felt that more time was required. He therefore
proposed that the CONTRACTING PARTIES take note of this information and
agree that a further report on the consultations be presented to the
Forty-Fourth Session.

the CONTRACTING PARTIES so agreed.

Puoinit 2. Reviews of developments in the trading system (special meetings
on Notification, Consultation, Dispute Settlement and
Surveillance )

Mr. Sarnuels (United States) said that his country believed that the
srL)ii~l Council meetings could be a valuable tool for contracting parties

reviewingdevelopments in the trading system in a broader framework than
was normally permitted in GATT deliberations. The Council's current
mandate was sufficiently broad to permit discussion on any topics of

interest to contracting parties, and the Secretariat's background document
compiling recent developments was quite helpful in allowing events to be
discussed in their broader context. However, improvements in the current

system would help invigorate discussions in that forum. First, the United
States strongly urged that the background document for these meetings be
issued at: least. four weeks in advance of the special Council meeting, to

aLlow contracting parties sufficient time to reflect on the information
corltained in it and on the trends suggested by that information. Second, a
t liler agenda, proposed by interested contracting parties, would be helpful
.i c'<~ussing discuss.ioon. Since the subject matter was somewhat broader
thn. for a regular Council meeting, ten days might not be enough time for
;.R.iZ; ,His delegation appreciated the suggestions made at the 11 November
sLcia1 (.oncil meeting to (1) coordinate the availability of the
sf3~:etalr at's background document and the Annual Report, (2) have the
Secre-tariat, identify two or three central themes emerging from the document
on; whi.iich discussion could be focused, and (3) have the Secretariat produce
a SrLiefsunnary of the discussion of these themes, in addition to the
Minutes of these meetings. The United States strongly suported the first
of these suggestions, but believed more reflection was necessary on the
Secretariat's rOle in the special Council deliberations and in the
rurmulation of its agenda, before the CONTRACTING PARTIES should consider
instituting the other two suggestions, even on a temporary basis. Further
discussion was clearly necessary among contracting parties and in the
Uruguay Round Negotiating Group on the Functioning of the GATT System, to
determine howe the current special Council meeting process could be enhanced
and what new roles it might productively undertake.
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Mr. Beck (European Communities) said that the Community also had an
interest in expanding somewhat the scope of the special Council meetings.
An experiment had been attempted at the 11 November special meeting. The
Community felt that experiment was worthy of suport, and to see whether the
procedure of identifying themes was one that in the longer term was
appropriate, and to discuss further the idea of a summing-up by the
Secretariat to see whether that could make the special Council meetings a
more fruitful exercise. The Community was entirely open to the idea of
further work in order to improve the procedures for these meetings.

Mr. Garrido (Mexico) said that his delegation agreed with the
suggestions regarding future work in this area aimed at putting the special
Council meetings on mure tangible ground. The US proposal was very useful,
and contracting parties should already begin to try to identify trends in
order to develop and enlarge the Council's work in its special meetings.

Point 3. Consultative Group of Eighteen

The Director-General, Chairman of the Consultative Group of Eighteen,
said that he had hoped to be in a position to propose to the Session the
Group's composition for 1988. However, consultations were still taking
place among delegations concerning the rotation of membership and the size
of the Group itself. He therefore proposed that the CONTRACTING PARTIES
agree to defer the decision on the composition of the Group for 1988 until
the first meeting of the Council in 1988. He would hold intensive
consultations on the matter during January.

Mr. Waas (Austria) said that his delegation appreciated the Group's
activities. This body had proved its value in addressing important
matters, and Austria proposed that it meet more often than in the past --
at least once or twice a year -- and that it maintain its present shape and
composition.

Mr. Barros (Chile) said that his delegation had understood that the
Group's composition had been provisionally fixed at 22 for one year. He
asked for confirmation that this would remain valid until its next meeting,

The Director-General said that there were two problems - the Group's
size and the rotation of the members of the Group's informal
constituencies.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES agreed that the question of the Group's
composition for 1986 be referred to the Council for further consideration
and appropriate action.

Point 4. Tariff matters

Mr. Morales (Chile) said that his delegation appreciated the report
(TAR/142) made by the Chairman of the Committee on Tariff Concessions to
the Council. However, as his delegation had stated at the Council's
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10-11 November meeting, Chile did not agree with the passage in paragraph 4
of the report to the effect that Japan, Finland, Sweden, Norway and
New Zealand had concluded consultations on tariff rates to be included in
the Protocol regarding the Harmonized System. One of these countries had
not yet concluded negotiations with Chile, and his delegation reserved all
its rights under Article XXVIII regarding that country.

Point 5. Harmonized Svstem

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the communications from Thailand,
Yugoslavia, Malaysia and Israel in documents W.43/3, 4, 5 and 6
respectively, in which each of these Governments requested a waiver in
connection with its implementation of the Harmonized System.

Mr. Beck (European Communities) said that the Community welcomed the
decisions to implement the Harmonized System on 1 January 1988. It had
noted that in transposing existing tariffs into the Harmonized System, the
intention was to preserve existing GATT concessions. The Community
supported the application of a waiver to allow for any necessary
consultations with interested parties and hoped that all contracting
parties implementing the Harmonized System which had not already undertaken
Article XXVIII consultations would adopt this procedure. One contracting
party which had introduced the Harmonized System in April 1986 had not yet
done this, and the Community asked that the Article XXVIII procedures be
followed. In transposing existing bound tariffs into the Harmonized
System, the objective was to avoid significant or arbitrary increases in
bound rates. This was equally true for unbound rates, and there the!
standstill provisions in the Punta del Este Declaration were relevant.

Mr. Martins (Brazil) said that his delegation wanted to reiterate its
concern over the fact that a number of developed contracting parties had
unilaterally closed their negotiations under Article XXVIII consequent to
the transposition of their schedules of tariff concessions to the
Harmonized System nomenclature. Such a procedure affected not only Brazil
but also other contracting parties entitled to exercise their legitimate
rights and to protect their export interests, in the light of the
provisions of Article XXVIII as well as of the rules and procedures set out
in document L/5470/Rev.l. Disregard of the basic principles established
for the adoption of the Harmonized System, and particularly the
modification of concessions in which Brazil had a principal supplying
interest, would negatively affect his country's trade in many of its export
products. Therefore, his delegation reserved its rights under Article
XXVIII.

Mr. Weekes (Canada) said that his delegation welcomed the decisions to
implement the Harmonized System and could support the waivers requested,
but urged the countries involved to submit appropriate documentation as
soon as possible so that other interested parties could examine where their
export interesL lay in this conversion.

Mr. Schyberg (Sweden), speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries,
welcomed the decisions to implement the Harmonized System and could agree
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to the waivers requested. However, the Nordic countries expected that all
the transpositions would be circulated speedily and would be trade neutral,
which was a requirement of the Harmonized System exercise.

The CHAIRMAN said that the documentation still to be submitted and any
negotiations or consultations that might be required should follow the
special procedures relating to the transposition of the current GATT
concessions into the Harmonized System, adopted by the Council on 1.2 July
1983 and contained in document L/5470/Rev.l.

The decisions were adopted as follows: Thailand (L/6284) by 55 votes
in favour and none against; Yugoslavia (L/6285) by 57 votes in favour and
none against; Malaysia (L/6286) by 55 votes in favour and none against;
and Israel (1/6287) by 50 votes in favour and none against.

Point 8. Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions

Mr. Beck (European Communities) said that the Community believed that
the Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions played an essential
surveillance role in ensuring the proper application of the GATT
balance-of-payments exception. The four consultations held in 1987 had
provided a good opportunity for a useful exchange of views on the
relationship between trade restrictions and the external financial position
of the consulting countries. In certain cases, important divergencies of
interpretation of GATT rules had become apparent, and it was in the
interest of all contracting parties to seek a common understanding which
would clarify and update the rules and procedures on the maintenance of
trade restrictions taken for balance-of-payments purposes.

Point 10. Measures affecting the world market for copper ores and
concentrates

The CHAIRMAN informed the CONTRACTING PARTIES that the European
Economic Community and Japan had jointly requested conciliation by the
Director-General under paragraph 8 of the Understand ng regarding
Notification, Consultation, Dispute Settlement and Surveillance
(BISD 26S/210) in their dispute concerning certain pricing and trading
practices in Japan. In this light, he understood that the two parties had
agreed that the report of the Group of Governmental Experts on Measures
affecting the World Market for Copper Ores and Concentrates (L/6167) could
be adopted, and suggested that the CONTRACTING PARTIES so agree.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted the Group's report in L/6167.

Point 19. Implementation of Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) schemes

Mr. Martins (Brazil) recalled that at the Council's meeting in April
1987, his delegation had expressed concern over the fact that developed
contracting parties were clearly moving away from observance of the basic
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principles set out in the CONTRACTING PARTIES' Decisions of 25 June 197L1
and 28 November 1979 on the granting of preferential treatment to products
originating in developing countries. Developed contracting parties acting
individually were authorized to grant such treatment, provided the schemes
and arrangements were of a generalized, non-discriminatory and
non-reciprocal nature. The fact that such schemes were of a voluntary
character and did not constitute a binding obligation for the
preference-giving Countries did not, in Brazil's view, give thel the right
to ignore the legal framework under which they had been authorized to
implement such schemes. Brazil still believed that preference-giving
counLries should notify to GATT any modifications in their programs not yet
notified, and in future notify in advance to GATT any modifications they
might want to introduce, in a manner which could enable the determination
of the conformity of those modifications with the CONTRACTING PARTIES'
Decisions on such schemes. Withdrawals of benefits from countries judged
to be no longer in need of preferences on particular products continued to
havte an adverse impact on developing countries' trade, and were
increasingly based on arbitrary criteria and in a manner that did not
comply with the relevant Decisions. Brazil, therefore, considered that the
issue of implementation of GSP schemes should be kept under review by the
Council in the coming year.

Mr. Morales (Chile) recalled that his delegation had supported
Brazil's proposal when this matter had been discussed in the Council.
Chile supported and agreed with Brazil's current proposal, which aimed at
priority review of this question in the Council. GSP schemes were based on
the principle of non-discrimination, as set out in the Enabling Clause.
The sine qua non requirement for GSP schemes was the full observance of
that principle. Such schemes were themselves an exception to GATT rules,
ancd according to principles of legal interpretation, exceptions had to be
interpreted strictly. Therefore, no form of discrimination could be
introduced in GSP schemes.

Point. 20. Recourse to Articles XXII and XXlII

Sub-point 20(e)(ii). United States - Trade measures affecting
Nicaragua

Mrs. lereira (Nicaragua) recalled that the question of the embargo
imposed on her country by the United States had been discussed at the
CONTRACTING PARTIES' Session the previous year, at which time it had seemed
that a solution might be possible but that more time was needed. The
Council had been mandated to proceed with consultations in order to reach
an agreement. One year later, no solutior. had been found. The
International Court of Justice in its decision of 27 June 1986 had declared

1Generalized System of Preferences (BISD 18S/24)

2Differential and More Favourable Treatment, Reciprocity and Fuller
Participation of Developing Countries - "Enabling Clause" (BISD 26S/203).
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the embargo illegal and had ordered that. fair and adequate compensation be
paid for the damage caused. Prior to that, the Latin American Economic
System had found that the embargo violated the most fundamental principles
governing relations between nations in that hemisphere. The current: United
Nations General Assembly was in the process of asking, for the third time,
thatthe embargo )he lifted. The US response to al1l of this was that
Artitcie XXI of the General. Agreement authorized the measures in clUes tion.
Tb: maltter had first been considered in GATT in May 1985. The Council had
..:l,':t rt la t. ConSuL tat. ion h'.ssholdI b)e hei l,d but. uInfor t.una1i tely this had

ldled no reultLs andlNicaragua hadbeen0E).iged tIo have rrecour e- tto
2L;.l;k .;et t lement un(der Art. ic.es XXI I and MXIIT of the General Agreement.

"Il PaLnel had beell c :mo sodij in April 1986b and hadci submitted its report
;'i :3 in October .L986. A year laterL, Nicaragua was still waiting for

re &tUTRACT'IN; \PARTIES to adopt: recommendations allowing for the
cc'S to hi. shmonftof itS rights and the lessening of the damage to its
e(onomy. iHer Government: had made great ,efforts to find al solution that
would protect Nicaragua's legitimate rights, as well as preserve the
mu.!. r L.1.at~oral trading system and respect GATT norms and practices. Her
delegation had submitted to the Council in july 1987 a draft decision
(/;i;/! 52 ? that, in its view, could have been adopted by the CONTRACiTING

E.:S. Neithe!: that: docullment nor the draft decla ration (C/W!1/525)
rop;esed by the gYrotlp of six Latin American contracting parties which were

of lthe Contadlora Grooup lhad been riisusse1 . Answers to the funLdamental
COi! st- ot.() ;ecp0sod by this case could have an important. impact. on the

n:Ir.icloninlg of the mu ilt ilateral trcad ing system. Was GATT capable of
l ;e :ding the rights of tht-e economically weaker contract ting parties? Of

.i val ane to develop1i~n contrac ting parties was the right. to retal i.atoe,
a.! 'iL xwhat. Imleaning was the di, ;ierential and special treatment provided for
in paral-lgxaph 2.1 of the Uin1lderstandling regarding Notificat:ion, Consultation,
D.i; tpeto Settlement and Surveillarc.:e (BISD 26S/210)? Contracting parties
had ;not: examined t:he signif ic a nc:e of consensus wiheon one of the nart ies to a
d 2j'nt. e -refused to tal k withl t:ahe ot:hr.'r,The Panel 's report was commeondable
and consttituted a valid advisory Opinion. It was nowruI) to t:he CONTRACTING

1i':1 'L'.L S; t: o ais sUlale t:11 eirrosoon a l.i t.ies and to make r ucommdladt:ai.tions to
t:i t: t:no re-e5tal ishmen t: of Ni aragia 's bonefi: s, t a ki.nlg into accOunt

thilf '4 ~I(u reoptro.:u"ssiors of t:he emilbargo on Nic:arag ua ' s economy Were
br.' VUa ';.)o renouln(:e it:'; r i.gh t:'s, i. t would soe t: a pro c: dent which wouldCi not.
aid in defendingdeveloping i.n corit.ract.i.ng parties' interests in future and
Vw.:.0 not: be h 1pIulIr t.e coItet1Xt o) the L!rugualy RounCLd

On .1 August 1987 , the five countries of the Cent:ral American region
hacl signed an agreement expressing their pol itica! will to resolve
contlicts through dialogue and respect for the legitimate interests of all
countries and peo)ples The international community should support this
agreement. She referred to the recent meeting in Acapulco of the Contacdora
andT Supp)ort Group which had appealed to all countries with interests in the
Central. American region to contribute to the peace process and to respect
the principle of non-intervention and free action. Contracting parties had
to reaffirm that measures taken for narrow national interests through
dliscriminatory implementation of the General Agreement were contrary to
international law and put: in question the very survival of the rules of the
multilateral system, and in particular, its dispute settlement mechanism.
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3Parts of the Acapulco Understanding might help the CONTRACTING PARTIES to
find a solution to this case. Paragraph 28 referred to the need to improve
the economic and social. situation of the Central American countries, in
particular, measures to stimulate those countries' economies and to improve
market access for their exports. Paragraph 29 suggested that this effort
be shared among all countries working towards peace and development in the
region, as well as by the institutions for Central American integration,
and t-he regional. and international economic institutions.

Mr. Martins (Brazil) said that his country had defended, in a.ll
irMt-ernational fora, the priced fotr peaceful SolUtiOlns to problems in Central
.Arica , based on the principles of international ILaV7 and, in particular,
o:1 thu10 United Nations Chlarteer. Brazil had deplored the appliction of
tin . rera:L economic measures which impeded negotiated solutions and had a
n ega.Ltive impact on the social and economic development of a developing
unt ractinlg party. Brazi.l had been one of the six countries which had
snH:: t tedz a draft. decision (C /1W/525) aimed at findings, a solution based on a
consen.su1s decision. Recently, eight Latin American countries had
roit.erated their concern over the peace and stability of the Central
Ameir-'ican region in the Acapulco Understanding, and had appealed for respect
for thne principles of non-intervention and free action in that area. The
heals of State at that meeting had expressed concern over the negative
:mact of unilateral decisions based on national interests that might put
iii question the disciplines and rules of GATT and if international. law.

Mrs. Garcia de Gonzal-ez (Cuba) reaffirmed the position her delegation
hadt taken in the past on this issue, which had been discussed for a long

The CONTRACTING PARTIES had to recognize the legitimate rights of
N~ica:aagua as a contracting party and, therefore, had to meet its request.
Th't 'United States claimed that national security was the reason for the
::Mar.iO against Nicaragua, and the same reason had been given for its

t':" :.') against Cula imi)i.emented 25 years earlier. If two small countries
coul.; nose a threat, to an enormous military and economic power such as the
United States, many countries might find themselves subject to similar
measures by that: country. Such arbitrary measures had to be stopped , all
the more so when a number olf international institutions had recognized
theirillegality. The CONTRACTING PARTIES, too, had to play their role
Wuen;[' the?t0future of (:co1 taecting pa ties which hlad decided their own future

~a s 2ha 11 enged

Hr. Tl'ettamanti. (Argentilna) said that: his delegation's position on the
use or economic measures for political reasons and on the interpretation of
Ar:t ic;:le XXI were well-krnown. Argentina regretted that in the present case,
des;4tJe the Panel's recommendations, the Council had not been able to reach
a consensus on an ecuital~le solution. Argentina was one of the La tin
American countries which had submitted a draft decision in C/W1525 that
could have been the basis for a satisfactory understanding and solution.

3Acapulco UnclersLarnling un Peace, Development and Democracy,
29 November 1987.
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His country was convinced that, as stated at the recent meeting in
Acapulco, peace and democracy had to be restored in the Central American
region. The United States should take measures leading to the progressive
or total lifting of the embargo, and thus cooperate in the search for a
solution to this problem. ALgentina still hoped that on the basis of these
elements, the Council would very soon be able to find a solution to this
problem which came up again and again in its deliberations.

Mr. Tello (Mexico) said that his delegation, as it had already clone in
a session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES and in Council meetings, wanted once
more to appeal to the United States to lift, the embargo imposed on
Nicaragua. Mexico had been one of the six Latin American countries which
had submitted in document C/W/525 a possible formula for solution of this
problem based on consensus. Mexico repeated that appeal, taking into
account what it saw as positive recent developments regarding the
understanding reached in Guatemala among the five heads of State in the
region. This was an expression of the sovereign political will of those
governments to find a solution to conflicts through dialogue and outside of
an East-West confrontation, taking into account the legitimate interests of
all countries in the region. This had been reaffirmed in the Acapulco
Understanding.

Mr. Jaramillo (Colombia) said that his delegation had already taken a
position on this matter in the Council and was among those countries which
had sponsored document C/W/525. It had been hoped that that initiative
would help find a consensus decision on the Panel's report. Colombia had
also signed the Acapulco Understanding which called for development and
peace in the Central American region. For that reason, it was hoped that a
consensus could be found on this matter so that the United States would
lift the embargo in question as soon as possible.

Mr. Romero (Peru) said that his delegation's position on this matter
had been stated both in the Council and at the Forty-Second Session. He
recalled the initiative in C/W/525 undertaken by a number of Latin American
countries, which unfortunately had not made headway. His delegation
reiterated its rejection of the use of unilateral economic measures for
political coercion, and underlined paragraph 16 of the Acapulco
Understanding, which emphasized that the problems confronting Latin
American countries in international trade were exacerbated by the resort to
unilateral measures in violation of the principles of the General
Agreement. It also pointed out that discriminatory and coercive measures
between contracting parties were a direct attack on international law and
called into question the very survival of the rules of the multilateral
trading system, and particularly its dispute settlement mechanism, Peru
hoped that appropriate measures could be found as soon as possible for a
just solution leading to the lifting of the US embargo.

Mr. Dolgu (Romania) reiterated his country's support for the sovereign
independence of every country. Once again, Romania rejected the use of
economic measures for political coercion. His delegation wanted to see a
positive solution to the matter at hand and a lifting of the embargo.
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Mr. Rosselli (Uruguay) reiterated his delegation's position on this
matter and said it was clear that the subject of this dispute had its plaCe
in a much broader political context rather than simply in GATT. In
Uruguay's view, a possible solution to this problem would be facilitated by
the immediate lifting of the embargo, which was seriously damaging
Nicaragua's trading interests. Therefore, his delegation urged rhe United
States to withdraw this unilateral and discriminatory measure.

Mr. Samuels (United States) said that his delegation had little to add
to the statements it had previously made in the Council on this subject.
The United States continued to believe that the Panel's finding confirmed
the US position that this dispute should never have been brought to GATT.
By its traditions, its competence and the terms of Article XXI, GATT could
not resolve cases where trade sanctions had been imposed for national
security reasons. Furthermore, his delegation condemned the attempt to try
to politicize GATT by constantly raising this issue in GATT meetings. The
United States believed that the adjudication of the Panel report on this
dispute lay fully within the competence of GATT, and strongly objected to
Nicaragua's continuing efforts to raise this issue in other inappropriate
fora, such as the UN General Assembly's Second Committee. The Panel had
reached sound conclusions in a difficult case, and its report should be
adopted without additional suggestions that the Panel had not made.

Sub-point 20(a). Canada - Measures on exports of unprocessed salmon
and herring

The CHAIRMAN recalled that in March 1987, the Council had established
a Panel to examine the complaint by the United States concerning Canadian
measures affecting the exports of unprocessed salmon and herring. The
Panel had submitted its report in document L/6268.

Mr. Nyerges, Chairman of the Panel, introduced its report. The Panel
had begun its work in late April 1987, had met twice with the parties to
the dispute and had submitted its report to them on 4 November 1987. The
report contained five sections: an introduction, a section outlining the
factual aspects of the matter, a summary of the main arguments presented to
the Panel by the parties, a section presenting the Panel's findings, and
one containing its conclusions. He then read out the full text of the
Panel's conclusions contained in paragraphs 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 of its report,
and noted that the Panel had reached them unanimously.

Mr. Samuels (United States) noted that the Panel's decision had been
provided to the two parties on 4 November and circulated to contracting
parties on 20 November. His Government believed that the report was
well-reasoned and that the Panel's decision was clearly presented and
sound. His delegation strongly urged prompt adoption of the report, and
hoped that Canada would move expeditiously to implement its findings.

Mr. Weekes (Canada) noted that the report had only recently been
circulated. Canada believed that the Panel's interpretations appeared to
raise important issues which went beyond the particular measures in
question. His Government was studying the Panel's findings carefully in
this context, and expected that other contracting parties would want to do
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the same. Canada considered that the implications of the report required
thorough discussion and wanted to return to this matter when the report was
considered at the Council's next meeting.

Mr. Samuels (United States) said his delegation did not agree that
more time was needed to study the Panel's finding. The report had been
issued to the affected parties almost a month earlier. Its reasoning was
lucid and its recommendation clear. The United States urged prompt
adoption of the report.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES agreed that this matter should be considered
by the Council at its first meeting in 1988.

The meeting adjourned at 6 p.m.


